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Italian Pedestal Table Style Luis XV 19th Century

650 EUR

Period : 19th century

Condition : Restauré par notre atelier

Diameter : 75 cm.

Height : 70 cm.

https://www.proantic.com/en/635570-italian-pedestal-table-sty

le-luis-xv-19th-century.html

Dealer

Antica Roma Gallery
Only singular antiquities

Tel : +34 665372671

Mobile : +34 665372671 aussi Whats' App

Cobisa (Toledo) 45111

Description

We present this nobleround table rosewood Louis

XV style completely restored, of the late

nineteenth century.

The curved, elegantly carved feet start with an

octagonal shape at the top and end in a

pentagonal shape at the bottom, thanks to the

cabinetmaker's know-how, presenting on the

outside the magnificent rosewood veneered with

horizontal veins.

The top and perimeter have a round shape but

with rounded shapes, simulating a flower giving

it an original and pleasant touch, the veneer plays

an important role on all sides and parts of the

table: from grain grain vertical to the underlying

part fish bone, to the ground that has two forms of



veneer: outer following the rounded shape of the

perimeter and inner formed of four panels with a

play of light/darkness.

In conclusion: a very elegant coffee table, with

pleasant and original shapes, in particular the lack

of bronzes, replaced by an excellent and skilful

cabinetry which transmits the kindness and the

elegance of the forms.

As you can guess from the images, the furniture

has been restored in Madrid at our trusted atelier

Prof. Jorge Paz Gonzalez specialized in the

restoration of antique furniture, who has managed

to maintain the original patina without losing the

personality and identity of the case and this gives

the furniture a significant added value.

For more photos and information: do not hesitate

to contact me.

Shipping worldwide in agglomerated wood crate

(free of customs restrictions) via Fed Ex or

private courier (depending on the size of the

object and its fragility), if your destination does

not appear in the rates, contact us or write to us.

Shipping included in the price for the following

countries (excluding islands): Spain, Italy,

Portugal, France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland,

England, Belgium, Holland.

We offer convenient personalized payments,

contact us to find out more.

Take a look at our social media profiles to read

customer reviews and view our shipping

packaging.
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